Archivists and curators benefit from well-documented rights declarations and agreements in the provenance of artifacts. Linguists, folklorists, anthropologists, and increasingly computer scientists, during the course of their work may create large and intricate collections of the soundscapes they encounter. Content may include personal narratives, word lists, audio books, talking dictionaries, and traditional music. This article looks at some of the legal issues encountered by academics as they produce audio and video recordings in minority language contexts.¹
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Hugh Paterson III’s experience with sound collections includes having worked at an archive that specifically accessions artifacts which demonstrate language use. In these types of collections, the artifact creation process is generally structured in such a way as to exemplify some language or cultural component, rather than created for entertainment purposes – although sometimes the line between these two perspectives is not well defined, and some overlap does occur. In addition to his work as an archivist, he has also worked as a sound engineer and linguist recording the soundscape produced by speakers of under-documented languages. Under-documented languages is a term used within the domain of linguistics to refer to languages which generally do not have

¹I am grateful to a variety of former colleagues who have shared their experiences with me including: Will Reiman, Mike Cahill, Bill Dick, Paul Kroening, and Alan Connor. All errors are unfortunate, and are my own.
a broad academic description covering their grammar, lexical inventory, speech styles, genres of oral literature, etc. Often these languages have fewer than 100,000 users.

1 Introduction

This article seeks to expand the creator and curator’s awareness of the scope and range of legal documentation needed for sound collections, so that archives can carry out their fiduciary responsibilities to preserve and grant access to the preserved content – especially within academic institutions. Given this context, I give preference to referencing academic publications rather than legal publications. However, this does not diminish the importance of legal publications such as laws, statutes, rulings, and opinions as primary sources.

Recent estimates indicate that there are about 7,000 spoken languages in the world without counting dialects. While the twenty most widely spoken languages all have over 80 million speakers, the average language community in Africa only has 30,000 speakers, and the average language community in the Americas has about 1,000 speakers. It is not uncommon for ethno-linguistic communities with small populations to view their heritage language and artifacts demonstrating the language in different ways than ethno-linguistic communities with large populations. In the contexts of academic collaborations to document small, often endangered languages, audio may be unpublished in the traditional sense of published audio such as music, radio productions, and more recently podcasts. However, this is not always the case as many formally published audio works have been released on the basis of anthropological field recordings (for example: Sapir 1965, Zemp 1971). Regardless of the formalities of the publication venue, the rules and laws of copyright equally apply. From a United States copyright law perspective (summarized in U.S. Copyright Office, Circular 1 2019), the application of copyright remains the same as in any other industry. Newman¹ (2007, 2011), writing from the perspective of U.S. law, lays out some considerations that linguists should take as they approach their work. Less well discussed are the kinds of resources archivists should request from linguists as they seek to document collections in archives or the kinds of documents which would be helpful to archivists if they were included in accessions in order to support the goals of Open Access collections. I wish to give an overview on the relevance of legal pluralism, or how working across jurisdictions can impact the perceived rights of possible claimants on the artifacts in a collection. Whereas publishing, in the formal sense, often carries with it an institutional process which addresses copyright, the more frequent case for the last decade has been to deposit collected materials in special “language archives”². Language archives in many cases are smaller organizational units within (academic) institutional libraries or public institutions (museums). However, in some cases they may be private collections, part of an NGO or other corporation, or part of a community heritage center. Many language archives are aware of various social sensitivities related

¹Paul Newman holds both a Ph.D. in Linguistics and a Juris Doctorate.
²For a quick list of language archives consider the archives which are part of the Open Languages Archive Community: http://www.language-archives.org/archives.
to specific collections, due to academic discipline norms of discussing use-cases where the socio-cultural sensitivities of the persons recorded are explained and respected. However, the issue of copyright is one of ownership—specifically of economic rights—not one of respecting cultural norms\(^3\). Copyright is therefore often an inadequately documented issue, even at language archives. In addition to language archives, it is not uncommon for special collections of university libraries to also contain sound recordings as supplementary materials to associated dissertations and theses. In these cases, materials are stored and made accessible, sometimes without any guidance on possible rights considerations. With the abundance of speech collections in different languages and the large diversity of institutions supporting the access and preservation of these materials, broader communication about the kinds of curation these collections require is needed. Within the context of this broader communication, it is important to emphasize that not all content in under-documented languages has the same sensitivities as is frequently discussed in the language documentation literature. For example, some communities have taboos about hearing the voices of deceased persons, while others have taboos about non-community people hearing or experiencing rites and ceremonies.

Good rights management will document: Cases of legal plurality, cases of conflicting approaches to concepts of ownership, the legal framework under which rights are asserted, contracts engaged in when the recording was conducted including any work-for-hire arrangement for the recorded artist and the academic (producer/sound engineer), informed consent documentation, institutional review board agreements, any national research visa permissions, consent and waivers related to the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)\(^4\), as well as any permissions or restrictions for creating derivative works including the use of artificial intelligence and machine translation to create language models or transcriptions. In the rest of this article I focus on the issues of legal plurality and conflicting concepts of ownership, but first some background information.

2 Preliminaries

Artifacts and Open Access in the sciences

Internationally, agencies funding language documentation and linguistic work require grant applicants to provide “data plans” including where they are going to archive their funded creations. It is also often a stipulation of public funded grants that data generated (created artifacts)

\(^3\)From page two of the U.S. Copyright Circular No. 1, copyright provides the owner of copyright with the exclusive right to: Reproduce the work in copies or phono-records. Prepare derivative works based upon the work. Distribute copies or phonorecords of the work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership or by rental, lease, or lending. Perform the work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work; a pantomime; or a motion picture or other audiovisual work. Display the work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work; a pantomime; or a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work. This right also applies to the individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work. Perform the work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission if the work is a sound recording. Copyright also provides the owner of copyright the right to authorize others to exercise these exclusive rights, subject to certain statutory limitations.

be publicly accessible\(^5\). Across the academy, data is coming under scrutiny with regard to its status as being scientific. That is, the results of an academic endeavour need to be examinable and repeatable – regardless of the success of the scientific experiment. Broadly across the sciences and academic data management (including archival activities), this is discussed under the label FAIR Data Principles. FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (Wilkinson et al. 2016). FAIR builds upon the ideals articulated in 2010 under the term Open Access (OA) in the Budapest Open Access Initiative\(^6\)\(^7\). To the best of my knowledge, the exact nature of how OA plays out with copyright is not well-litigated or exposited in the academic legal journals\(^8\). As a general principle of the OA approach to science and the ecology of academic works, copyright is retained by an author and a work is licensed using a Creative Commons with Attribution 4.0 license, or if the work is software, a GNU or MIT style license. Data is licensed under a Creative Commons CC0 style license also known as a public domain dedication\(^9\). Within the sciences, it is not uncommon to call the product of research “data”. This terminology has sometimes been used in the linguistic literature\(^10\). However, as an archivist, I prefer to call recordings: “artifacts” or “creative works”. Often linguists will reference a variety of artifacts and use them as evidence in their academic publications, and hence discuss them in the same formulaic rhetoric that other scientists will use to discuss other kinds of observations, e.g., chemical interactions or temperatures.

Copyright and freedoms of use

Within the commercial and for-profit recording industry, copyright is only one of several legal issues which recording artists should address, e.g., is the artist under exclusive contract with another studio? The academic recording context can be equally complex and must be duly considered. The goal of recordings created under the umbrella of academic activity generally has a distribution model and an intended audience distinct from major publishers of other kinds

---

\(^5\) The exact nature of ownership for publicly funded projects which create copyrightable works varies. For instance, in the United States, it is often the case that creations by the federal government are in the public domain. However state and local governments often retain copyright, or charge a service fee for access to government resources. Additionally, resources created by contractors to the government or grantees of government funds may or may not be placed in the public domain depending on the circumstances. An American’s perspective that government resources are in the public domain does not translate to Australian, New Zealand, or UK jurisdictions which by default retain copyright over their creations. However, there is a social movement to use Creative Commons licenses with government created works to enhance access and reusability of these works (Fitzgerald et al. 2010).

\(^6\) https://www.budapestopenaccessinitiative.org

\(^7\) For a fuller discussion of OA in Documentary Linguistics see Seyfeddinipur et al. (2019).

\(^8\) Open Access's interplay is with copyright is no doubt related to its reliance on Creative Commons licenses and their ability to withstand litigation.

\(^9\) Artifacts which are eligible for copyright may be released under any license at any time. Because Creative Commons licenses are non-revocable their duration is until the end of the copyright period. For example, a sound collection recorded in 1981 might have been recorded on magnetic tape. A subsequent transfer to a digital format might provide opportunity for new copyright claims of over the digital manifestation, but the original copyright claims still apply to content and composition. Provided all rights holders are in agreement, the digital manifestation could be licensed using Creative Commons at any time in the future and last the duration of the copyright period. Open Access then comes into play when an organization makes a commitment to provide digital access to that artifact without any encumbrance.

\(^10\) While most linguists and archivists consider audio artifacts to meet thresholds required for copyright, some linguists make the claim that audio artifacts are by nature “data”. This might open up the possibility of interpreting them as factual rather than artistic works. As far as I know this line of reasoning has not been explored legally. If linguistic recordings are “data”, this may impact their use and dissemination under fair use. See argumentation in The Swatch Group Management Services Ltd., vs. Bloomberg L.P., No. 12-2412–cv, 12-2645–cv (United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit January 27, 2014). In that case, Bloomberg argued that dissemination of a copyrighted file for the public news was fair use. (They also argued that the file was data.) It might be a far fetch to consider language archives as analogous to publicly traded companies and their content as newsworthy for the public good. However, there are likely dozens of linguists who are eager to consume the latest “news” or linguistic “data” on any given language.
of audio artifacts. Broadly there are two categories of recordings in the domain of linguistics. First, there are those of an experimental nature which have some sort of investigative purpose or structure which binds them together for contrast and comparison. Second are those whose content is more akin to folklore and oral history recordings. They are demonstrative of “speech styles” and “subject matter” discussed in the language community\textsuperscript{11}. Academics face pressures from funders to release both types of recordings within OA frameworks. An additional pressure facing academics is related to their career standing and career prospects. That is, academics are concerned with how many times their work is referenced by other scholars. Open Access materials are argued to be more available and therefore more likely to be reused. One of the requirements of OA materials is that licenses must have overt clauses enabling reuse. This precludes “implied use” licenses. Some organizations do not apply any license to copyrighted content but still make it available online. In the U.S. this is known as an “implied use” license\textsuperscript{12}. In contrast to “implied use” licenses, Creative Commons licenses directly address the reuse and derivative works issues. Creative Commons licenses have their merit on the basis of copyright law (Lessig 2004). They actually use copyright law to give freedoms of use – they don’t absolve or do away with copyright. This seems to be a common mis-understanding about the use of Creative Commons licenses among academic linguists (though there seem to be other common misconceptions such as non-profit organizations should use the Creative Commons license with the Non-Commercial clause). With OA it is still important to answer the question: is copyright the only legal limiter in the use of an artifact? This question is part of the framing of the first two points in the \textit{Legal Interoperability of Research Data: Principles and Implementation Guidelines} (Agosti et al. 2016) where the discussion concerns all rights not just copyright\textsuperscript{13}. So, archivists and creators both need to ask questions like: what sorts of documentation support and defend the Open Access principles and language focused

\textsuperscript{11}Documenting the performing arts in endangered language communities is also important and actively being done. Documentation is encouraged in video formats, as the documentary record is richer and contains body position, gesture, some of the situational context, as well as the auditory communication component (Ashmore 2008, Margreets and Margreets 2012). Ensemble and solo performances are also within the purview of language documentation and culture documentation activities. While the current article primarily discusses audio artifacts, rights considerations should be evaluated for performances when it is clear that a performance was recorded. The threshold for performance may be different in different jurisdictions, further complicating the matter of facilitating broad discussion among legal professionals, archivists, and language documentation practitioners. In contexts where the Rome Convention (1961 and as amended) applies, there are “neighboring rights”, also known as “related rights”, to be considered. These are the rights of the performers in the recorded performance. The U.S. is not signatory to the Rome Convention and so does not acknowledge these rights, nor do other countries acknowledge these rights for U.S. performers. How and when “neighboring rights” apply in language documentation contexts, as far as I know, has yet to be explored. For further discussion of “neighboring rights” see the \textit{Guide to the Rome Convention and to the Phonograms Convention} (1981) and Weitzmann and Otto (2011).

A second point under the Rome Convention relates to archives and the Open Access content they distribute. The question is: are archives broadcasters? As far as I know, no legal theory has been put forward suggesting digital data repositories are better considered as broadcasters than archives. So, if this affords archives any more rights or protections than they already have remains to be seen.

\textsuperscript{12}In the past there have been some variations on the implementation of OA. Some terms used to describe those include \textit{Libre OA} and \textit{Gratiss OA}. The differences primarily relate to what one may do with the accessed materials — one is limited to access while the other has overt reuse permissions (Suber 2008, 2012).

\textsuperscript{13}There are two things worth pointing out. First, Agosti et al. (2016) was published prior to the enactment of the EU’s GDPR. Second, the recommendation is that there should be a preference for licensing data with a public domain dedication such as CC0. Within linguistics, I have rarely seen the use of CC0 within academic data, though I suspect that this is not for legal reasons but rather for the following two reasons. First, moral rights cannot be asserted with CC0 and in many cases the association of a name with the data is not just important to minority language speakers but also to academics. Second, Creative Commons with Attribution 4.0, encapsulates a requirement for attribution. Attribution via referencing is important to the popularity contest which drives academic job security. Neither of these issues is really a copyright issue per se, rather one is a moral rights issue and the other a matter of academic professionalism. It is possible that biases in academic circles lead to the unnecessary use of copyright as a legal instrument.
artifacts? And what sort of documentation challenges need to be overcome to make linguistic data as reusable as possible, according to the intent of the collection?

Copyright and legal strategy

When discussing copyright and other legal issues, four things are helpful to keep in mind. First, what the law says and when or how it is applied are two separate things. Second, nobody knows what the law means (regardless of what it says) until after a judge applies the law to a case. Third, it takes a lot of money to bring a case before a judge to solve issues of rights ownership. Fourth, the dispute is not over the ownership of the artifact, but rather the rights related to the artifact. Unfortunately, trust in many interpersonal and inter-organizational relationships is often broken long before the time that a judge makes the law clear in a particular case. This broken trust may divide communities for generations. Within the context of discovering what the law says and what it means and when and where it is to be applied, individuals and organizations craft strategies for engaging with copyright law.

Copyright litigation related to audio as artifacts of research is infrequent. Academic disagreements rarely make it to court. Continuous legal conflict for academic institutions has a tendency to lower the value of their brand, a core income driver. Of those cases which I have found that have made it to court on issues discussed herein, none are specifically about audio artifacts. As such the relevance of these cases is only applicable to audio artifacts by way of analogy, a common tool in law when no clear precedent is found.

People who are concerned with copyright are often looking to shield themselves or their organizations from liability, and so understanding the law is perceived as important for charting a path which avoids liability. Of course this includes the costs of litigation, damages, and the public shame which comes with controversy. From a business strategy perspective, this view esteems intellectual property, including copyrights, as a sparse resource and connects economic models to the delivery of this sparse resource to interested parties. In contrast to the well charted path seeking to avoid liability, knowing the law can be perceived to be an asset by a party who desires to assert sovereignty and also control the use of artifacts. Artifacts are powerful tools in crafting socio-political narratives and creating economic opportunities. We might be tempted to conceive of economic opportunities as the ability to market Nashville's music via Spotify, Grooveshark, Last.fm, SoundCloud, or a host of other audio distributors and record labels. However, I would like to draw attention to other economic opportunities which should be considered within the context of copyright discussions. For example copyright protects the economic interests of John Wayne films, Davey Crockett: King of the Wild Frontier (Disney), episodes of The Lone Ranger TV series, and Lucky Luke comics. Each of these sets of media, but not just these media (Baigell 1990), portray indigenous Americans within a narrative or context which justifies their subservient position to people of European decent. The media is in many respects an articulation, a side narrative to, or an evolution of the “manifest destiny” ideology which favors economic opportunities for capitalistic

14 Truly music comes from all corners of the globe, but Nashville is an acknowledged center of music production.
Europeans at the expense of the ethnics whose documented existence on the land predates the western expansion of the United States by hundreds of years—even the establishment of the U.S. constitution. It is hard to ignore the capitalistic heritage of the U.S. as the colonies were themselves constructs of capitalistic ventures. Copyright law within the U.S. has its heritage in this capitalistic perspective—framed within an adversarial legal system. So, copyright—the ability to exploit a creative work, to choose where or how it is contextualized—becomes an important issue for many indigenous communities. When it comes to language related artifacts, and especially audio artifacts actual case law in the U.S. is sparse. However, the academic literature does contain several discussions related to language materials.

Hinton and Weigel (2002:168–170) discuss a case with an un-named U.S. tribe where a linguist was working with two tribal members on a dictionary. Prior to publication a review committee was formed with other tribal members who reviewed the work. The resulting review process involved the contribution of many new additions and modifications, for which the members of the review committee felt they were not adequately acknowledged. The discussion ended up centering around copyright which was set to be in the linguist's name. The dictionary was published but at the cost of the relationship between the linguist and the language community. A second example in the same volume (Hill 2002) discusses how the University of Arizona Press negotiated copyright and distribution of the Hopi dictionary with the Hopi tribe. The preserved relationship eventually led to a second printing of the dictionary.

Other academic literature does approach the issue of copyright from a broader perspective and includes discussion of visual media. Brown (1998) frames his critical question can culture be copyrighted? as a response to actions taken by Harvard's Peabody Museum regarding visual media in their holdings. The museum's position and actions as articulated in Sandager (1994) were to seek the advice of Navajo consultants concerning the restoration of images within the collection of materials provided by A. M. Tozzer. The works in question had previously been published in a volume, but the hand sketched images were of “earth images”, hand drawings traditionally destroyed at the completion of Navajo healing rituals. Brown situates his discussion in the context of a preservation organization's fiduciary responsibility to those who bequeath collections to the organization and relationships with the descendants of those who might have shared their culture with collection creators, e.g., Tozzer. Meta-context of the cultural documentation activity is vitally important for this singular reason: When both the parties of a documentary endeavour (the documenter and the documented) are deceased, how shall an archive respond to various kinds of claims about the artifacts?

Notice that in each of these cases within the North American context, the critical issue as framed in publications is not the copyright of the language or the language materials per se, but rather the power to craft the narrative which presents the materials and the people they represent.

15 If a reader knows of specific legal cases, please send me an e-mail.
16 Though this example is not specifically about language materials, language materials are included in the kinds of materials that Vernon Masayesva, chairman and CEO of the Hopi tribe, requested from museums in 1994—though the main thrust of the letter seems to be over concerns about burial practices.
The desire to assert sovereignty over artifacts can be found among some ethno-linguistic communities, primarily those who have a strong material culture regarding the objects which represent their cultural heritage. This position is justified given the socio-historical context. However, it stands in contrast to those who form strong material bonds with artifacts for the purpose of financial exploitation of those artifacts, e.g., recording artists or preservation organizations whose funding streams are dependant on the artifacts they hold. From a business strategy perspective, Open Access is equally about the ability to create economic opportunities. However, proponents of Open Access have generally adopted a business model where the artifact no-longer represents the strategic economic opportunity. Rather the opportunity, and the related business advantage, is secured by maintaining a team which can innovate in creative ways to adapt artifacts and to create more artifacts. Even within the academy, the goal in progressive universities is not to hold knowledge, but to facilitate the discovery of new knowledge through strategic industry collaborations (see discussion in Kelli et al. 2013). In this way, sharing knowledge under Open Access creates competition between teams and encourages the discovery of new knowledge via innovation—it positions the academic institution as a knowledge discovery service and an innovation service within a larger social enterprise. Open Access takes the focus off of the artifact and places it on the process to create the artifact and what can be created using the artifact. Language archives can ask the following critical question: Are we positioned to guard artifacts or are we engaged in facilitating social innovation through the exposure of the knowledge we preserve?

The pursuit of economic opportunities from engaging with language communities is not lost on missionaries. For example, Wells (1977) discusses the history of the prominence of African masks in art collections, attributing missionary Dr. George Harley with creating the African mask art market by selling masks to collectors and museums such as the Harvard's Peabody Museum. Harley’s practice opened him up to questions of exploitation for personal gain, at the expense of the communities he was purporting to serve. A similar question arises with the re-purposing of the Bible (both in audio formats and textual formats) for machine translation and speech-to-text resources. The use of audio versions of the Bible (because the Bible has been translated into hundreds of languages) is increasing in popularity within academic research (Gauthier et al. 2016, Black 2019, Zanon Boito et al. 2020). It remains to be seen if Bible translation organizations will capitalize on their claimed copyrights on Bible translations—even if they attempt to implement “AI for Good”. Both machine translation and speech-to-text (also known as automatic speech recognition or ASR) are examples of artificial intelligence (AI), a broad cover term for a variety of technical processes related to pattern matching. The basic process involves using a set of audio or text language-resources and then passing them through an AI tool to create a language based “model” and then applying the model within a software process to generate output (transcription or translation) from data the model has never previously encountered. The prevailing thought has been that the original data used to create the language model, the language model, and the outputs are all separate works, governed and subject independently to rights frameworks such as copyright, neighboring rights, privacy rights, moral rights, etc. (Kelli et al. 2020a, 2020b, and
also discussion in Klavan et al. 2018, Kelli et al. 2019 and Kelli et al. 2019). However at the moment, I remain unconvinced that language models are independent works from their training data, rather I see them as derivative works. For example, copyright covers sculptures and their forms. If an artist takes someone else's sculpture and creates a mold for it and then casts new material in the mold, that would be copyright infringement because the shape of the original mold was used. Essentially language models do the same thing, they take a mold of the language data by abstracting the shape of the data. The critical difference is claimed to be that the training data is not recoverable from the “mold”. However, this doesn’t negate the fact the the training data was used to create the model and that without the training data the model would not be what it is. That is, the essence of the AI language model is directly related to the content and “data shape” of the training data. The extent that a language model is to be considered a new expression of art, rather than a derivative work remains to be clarified until a judge decides in case law. Many in the business world praise the advances of AI technology. More simply put it is the commercialization of pattern matching. So when companies exploit the use of pattern recognition software, it becomes an ethical issue on which patterns they are looking for and what sort of biases are contained in the training data. Rudin (2019), along with others, has raised ethical questions on the use of AI tools and argues for transparent training data along with transparency in the ability to determine how data is processed throughout the pattern matching process. If language models are derivative works, this could be an infringement of moral rights or other inalienable rights because many Bible recordings do not indicate the rights of the speakers/voice actors.

3 Plurality and conflicting approaches to ownership

Within language research contexts, the creation of audio artifacts often means crossing national borders, meaning that legal systems from one or more countries will apply. This is plurality—the impact of two or more legal systems on the creation process. It also means working across cultures and with people (who from an recording industry perspective fill the roles of author and/or recording artist) who might not be accustomed to thinking about the created artifact in the context of a legal framework. This might be the legal framework of their own country or another country. For example, in the U.S. legal framework several different parties may have copyright claims on a work for various types of contributions. For instance, the lyrics of a song, the music of a song, the composition of a song, and the performance of a song may all be copyrighted by separate entities. Even if a song's lyrics and composition are legally public domain, the manifestation of that work as performed by a particular artist is covered by copyright and usually assigned to that artist. As we look at the kind of works recorded in linguistic research and language documentation activities, a folktale which is widely know, having been in circulation for generations, is likely not copyright-able at the content level; however, a performance of that folktale is copyright-able. The various natures of copyright claims made on a work are more familiar to those who work in the commercial recording industry, e.g., recording engineers or producers. However, in linguistic research, people primarily identify with roles like graduate student, primary investigator, or professor. This often leaves the various relationships between rights holders and
content unexplored. It doesn't mean that a legal framework doesn't apply to the artifact, only that it is not the primary framework under which trust is built between the parties creating the artifact\textsuperscript{17}.

In certain cultures once there is trust to co-create something (including audio artifacts), there is an implicit understanding about how the artifacts will be used. In contrast to these unspoken and assumed norms, legal frameworks like US law prescribe a best practice of making explicit agreements in writing before recording begins (for discussion see van Driem 2016). Even within US academic circles, primary consideration is not legal but ethical. In my experience, most arguments for policy change at institutional levels stem from ethical arguments rather than legal arguments. In a similar vein, legal changes at the national level (in the US) usually stem from economic arguments, rather than clarifying language on the basis of judicial rulings. A further consideration in this regard is that I have yet to see an institutional review board approved “informed consent” statement in linguistic research address the issue of copyright. Informed consent is generally treated like a license with specific use outlined, totally side-steps the issue of ownership, and situates the artifact in a framework of possessorship. The framework of possessorship regardless of the validity or application of any copyright claims remains a necessary framework for archives. It gains additional prominence when considering content which has been placed in the public domain or whose copyright term has expired. Possessorship of digital artifacts, which might have several copies, is unlike possessorship of physical artifacts which usually only have a single copy\textsuperscript{18}.

Geographic complexity

Geographic complexity is an issue to consider because often times the location and country where an artifact is created is not the same country as where the artifact preservation activities occur. Cultural issues aside, my experience has been that recording engineers (in a loose sense of engineer) have mostly approached the activity as a personal matter between two people and ignored national laws in the context where the research is conducted. When copyright is assumed to protect the recordings, it is assumed to be the copyright framework of the country doing the preserving activity, often the same country the recording engineer/researcher/linguist/professor is based in, rather than the country in which the recording activity was conducted. This can make a difference as copyright durations vary from legal framework to legal framework, e.g., some countries may lack a public domain for cultural heritage materials. National legal frameworks may have far reaching implications in the non-copyright rights associated with research artifacts. For instance, civil law frameworks (France) may prescribe different rights to creative

\textsuperscript{17}Traditionally, it has been understood that a researcher might be from a university and would not be a member of an ethno-linguistic minority population. However, these assumptions are no-longer valid and the distinction is no longer helpful. Some ethno-linguistic communities engage in self language documentation, recording their own events and language without the participation of outsiders; some researchers may not be affiliated with a university.

\textsuperscript{18}At the moment, it is unclear if the use of Deed of Gift or a similar instrument which transfers the ownership of copyrights and materials to an archive would benefit or hinder OA publications. If the archive is owner of the rights and is also primarily responsible for dissemination, as possessor they could simply restrict access or remove listings of the content in indexes. Presumably though a Deed of Gift would give an archive the ability to issue content under new licenses, which may be more lax than previous releases.
works (artifacts) than common law frameworks (USA). This could impact an American linguist making language or music recordings in Francophone Africa (which generally follows the French legal framework), whereas the US legal system does not acknowledge moral rights. Another example might be the privacy rights which are prescribed by the GDPR and apply to artifacts when Europeans create these artifacts even as they conduct research outside of the European Union. Privacy rights are a new area of legal practice with great financial promise for legal experts considering the existence of the GDPR, Brazil's privacy framework *Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados*, and California's privacy framework.

**Legal pluralism**

Legal pluralism is the concept that two legal systems both have relevance in a social setting. There are a variety of contexts where we might encounter legal pluralism. The first might be a conflict between a state (sub-national) and a federal (national) statute or national law and Sharia law as practiced in Nigeria or Malaysia. There are generally procedures for resolving the sorts of conflicts where an acknowledged hierarchy exists between the legal entities. However, the situation is more complicated in contexts where there there is no legal agreement between the entities, such as in cases of national law and Sharia law as practiced in London, UK. One way to look at these sorts of conflicts is that they represent two independent social contracts within the same geographic space. It is not too far a jump to call social contracts “culture”. Cultural norms change, but documenting the agreements under which recordings were conducted can help to establish the legitimacy of artifacts and the legitimacy of their continued use by a variety of stakeholders, even when cultural norms change and the artifacts do not. An example of this might be in cultures where women have different socio-cultural liberties than men do. For instance, a married woman may not be free to offer a recording of a song sung only by women without the permission of her husband. In this way there is not an express legal pluralism but rather a cultural perception that the “rights holder” is not the person actively involved in the recording. This is not necessarily unlike a recording artist having an exclusive contract with particular label. The label's representative must give consent for the artist to conduct a recording outside of their defined relationship. With urbanization impacting the cultures of many formerly rural ethnic communities, many of these cultural norms are evolving. Today's norm is tomorrow's “historical custom”. While national law might expressly indicate who is the copyright holder, it is another, but relevant matter as to who is granting the use of the artifact or the permission for a person to be involved in the creation of the artifact.

Another issue in legal pluralism is sometimes the notion that an indigenous tribe or community has a different set of customs than what is prescribed by national laws. Some legal theorists seek to codify these social contracts within nationally recognized legal frameworks, while others argue

---

19 Moral rights may not be assertable under US Law, but their exact equivalence and protections when asserted under another legal system is unclear. See the copyright office's statements and report from April 2019. [https://www.copyright.gov/policy/moralrights](https://www.copyright.gov/policy/moralrights)

20 The ultimate destiny of artifacts remains with an archive or preservation organisation as they negotiate the tension between their fiduciary commitments to contributors and their plan for sustainability.
for a *sui generis* approach\(^{21}\). As is mentioned by Brown (1998) and Tatsch (2004) sometimes the idea is put forward that a language is owned by “the community”; and therefore, “the community” in some way has rights to the artifacts which contain the language. Janke (2016) points out these types of social-ownership arguments have failed in Australia. However, when a legal strategy was chosen where it was argued that a particular manifestation was copyrighted by the individual, that upheld in Australian court. The arguments for “community ownership” see challenges because copyright assignment requires either a person or a registered entity. A “language community” is neither of these\(^{22}\). As Widlok (2013) points out, defining “the community” is hard at best and functionally impossible for archives to implement. However, countering these arguments from a legal point of view is challenging and can be relationally damaging—a socially sensitive issue. Arguments for the amorphous “language community” are most often seen in Australia, Canada, and the United States: all locations where laws were historically used to limit opportunities for indigenous people and locations where language is a highly regarded component of community identity and cultural heritage.

The issue of legal ownership rights has been muddied by terminology choices at archiving institutions by the use of the term “access rights”. Access methods, permissions, and privileges are best kept separate from the issue of rights related to ownership and the exercise of rights granted by copyright. In contrast to access methods, permissions, and privileges granted by contracts or institutions, *rights* are granted by a government via statutory law\(^{23}\). It is conceivable that a court could limit a copyright holder's ability to restrict access to their materials, which is a limit on the full exercise of copyright. Such a limit would impact access, but framing this situation as a “right to access” is different than framing it as a “limit on copyright”, although the functional impact might be the same.

---

\(^{21}\)See the general arguments presented around intellectual property (IP) rights discussed in the context of the World Intellectual Property Organization and the acknowledgement of IP rights around genetic materials (plants, seeds, and their genomes) and the indigenous knowledge that farmers have about those species.

\(^{22}\)Within the U.S. context some groups of indigenous people (tribes) are recognized by the federal government as another government. These groups have a variety of structural organizational options (Atkinson and Nilles 2008). These organizations can hold property, including intellectual property. Even though many tribes in the U.S. are known (at least to outsiders) by the same name as the name of the language they use or have used in the past, this is not the defining trait of the group in legal or linguistic senses. That is, in the legal sense, the registered entity of the tribe may hold copyrights, but the amorphous group of tribal members who speak a language may not collectively own the copyright as a collective. They may each hold copyright as an individual, but not as a collective. *Language communities* as a term used by linguists suffers from a lack of precise definition (Patrick 1999, Laitin 2000, Patrick 2008). But the simple fact is that outside of perhaps the U.S., Canada, and Australia, many amorphous groups of language users do not have legal structures, let alone governmental structures which can hold copyrights. For instance in Nigeria there are over 500 languages spoken by ethno-linguistic groups, and Papua New Guinea has over 800 ethno-linguistic groups. Some groups have formed community associations or language committees; however, many of these are not legally registered entities. Even where these committees do exist, they often do not represent the entire community. So for an archive or preservation organization to limit materials to “the community”, it raises often unanswerable questions regarding who is or is not part of “the community”. Even if these communities do have legal standing at one point in time, they must keep that registered entity current to defend the copyright and to accept new content which may come from new kinds of researchers working on initial archival deposits. Languages exist because people do, not because legal structures exist.

\(^{23}\)For a discussion about the interactions of rights and access at one archive in Australia see Anderson (2005), for an European example see Widlok (2013).
4 Conclusion

The purpose of the current article is to point out some extra-copyright issues and some ways that sound artifact creators and archivists can support each other in the use and understanding of collected artifacts. Janke (2016) points towards protocols used in Australia which functionally force researchers to engage in rights management issues. This is done by vesting copyright in the individual being observed, rather than the individual doing the observing. The Australian example works in Australia where there is a clear social understand of how the protocols are helpful and usable by both the observed and the observer. My experience working with minority communities in Nigeria and Mexico are not nearly as complicated as the Australian situation. However, in any research context, researchers can always pursue a position where they license the artifact from the observed rather than owning it outright. By using standardized licenses like Creative Commons licenses, the research artifact can have a broad range of usage. However in the European Union and other jurisdictions with privacy protection schemes, it remains to be seen if Creative Commons licenses are sufficient to indicate that data also contains waivers of any privacy based rights, not granted on the basis of copyright protections.
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